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About This Game

Conquest of Elysium 4 is a quick turn based fantasy strategy game with a touch of rogue-like. The game might appear simple at
first, but it is full of depth, details and of course monsters.

The main focus in CoE4 is that each race plays differently. We're not talking about a unique building and unique unit, we're
talking about completely differently, with different mechanics and different goals. Perhaps you're playing a druid, focused on

amassing a vast forest and jungle empire from which to harvest ingredients to summon creatures of the woods with no practical
need to conquer mines. Perhaps you're a dwarf, who's only concern are mines and produce units at a set rate every turn, focused

almost entirely on upgrading those units to survive as long as possible since they are so difficult to replace. With 20 different
factions that alone is enough to keep your play dynamic as you vie for control of the map to conquer Elysium.

New for the 4th version of Conquest of Elysium is the addition of different planes, many new rituals, monster descriptions, a
completely new battle system, new random maps with varying temperatures and much more.

The game has six different planes. There is for instance an Infernal plane that is the home of the devils and the demons. So if a
demonologist manages to summon a demon lord, there will suddenly be a dark citadel without its master in inferno. Banishing a

devil will now force it back to inferno instead of slaying it permanently. Although extremely difficult it is possible to
permanently destroy a demon lord by storming inferno and slaying it on that plane. Although there are many planes now you will
only rarely have to visit them. But they continue to run in the background and can make certain actions or random events more

exciting.
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Most factions start with a random set of rituals, a random set of combat spell and together with the random map that will ensure
that no two games are the same. More rituals and spells can be learned during the game if you have the right resources and find
the right locations. In addition to the aggressive wildlife of Elysium there's also random events to contend with, from bumper
harvests and bandits, to the very gates of the underworld opening into Elysium. Your hands will be full before you even make

contact with the enemy.
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There's a lot to like in this game. It's got deep lore, complex mechanics, lots of content, and plenty of replay value.

Unfortunately, it's just not very fun to play.

You have to micromanage everything. Running around the map reclaiming all the hamlets you lost because deer wandered into
them is really tedious.. It is a very entertaining game , with lots of fun events to contend with.
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Holy Potatoes! A Winter Sale?!:

Yohoohoo! Steam Santa is back in town, with Winter Sale���� All Holy Potatoes! titles are currently on sale, so grab yours now!

If you want to get all of them in one go, there is an additional 40% discount on the bundle too (this 40% discount will be applied
on top of the individual discounts from the games).
Get all here:  Holy Potatoes! A Bundle?!

Have fun playing, and Merry Christmas!!
The potato-obsessed folks from Daylight Studios
. Holy Potatoes! A Spy Story?!:

Spudlings!

We are officially announcing the latest addition to the Holy Potatoes! Series:

Holy Potatoes! A Spy Story?!. Holy Potatoes! A Spy Story?! is out on Steam:
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Hey all,

The wait is finally over, as Holy Potatoes! A Spy Story?! is finally out on Steam.

We would like to extend a huge thank you to all of you, especially our trusted partner, Daedalic, and those who played through
the beta, provided feedback and are now jumping into the game again. Without your support and feedback, none of this would
have been possible.

If you have any question, or would like to share your game‘s progress or Holy Potatoes!’s fan arts with others, please head to 
Discussion. Alternatively, you can find us on our social media.

Have fun playing!
Daylight Studios
Discord [discord.me]
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Facebook [www.facebook.com]
Twitter 
Wechat [i.imgur.com]
Weibo [www.weibo.com]
Email: support@holypotatoesgame.com
. Patch 1.0.5 is live:
Hey everyone!

Several players reported an issue where the game would crash after the first cutscene. This update fixes that issue. Thank you so
much for your patience and support :)

In the meantime, we'd like to announce that we're working on the German localisation of the game. We're still refining some
details, and once the quality of translation is up to par, we'll be launching another update!

Happy sinning, spudlings :). UPDATE: German language now available!:

Hey everyone!

It is with great pleasure that we announce that Holy Potatoes! What the Hell?! has now been localized in German!

We would sincerely like to thank our German-speaking players for their patience! We understand that the addition of these
languages is long overdue, but now we can assure you that the quality of these translations are up to par -- of course, if you guys
find any issues with the translations, do feel free to comment on this announcement and we'll get back to you as soon as
possible! We hope players can enjoy Holy Potatoes! even more now in their native languages!

Happy sinning, spudlings :)
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